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Abstract
Manyinformation systemselection decisions,
software decisions, hardwaredecisions, and
project selection decisionsinvolve characteristics that are of a quafitative nature. Present
methodologieseither ignore the problemof
selectingqualitative attributes, or requirethe
assignment
of a numericalvalue to a qualitative variablein order to make
a choiceit~volving qualitative benefits. Theseapproaches
require application of artificial
measuresto
qualitative variables. A procedurethat overcomes
thesedifficulties for selection problems
with knownalternatives is presented. The
procedureis an implicit enumerationprocedurebasedon properties of preferencetheory,
requires no formal optimization procedure,
and wouldbe simpleto implementin an interactive decisionsetting involvingselection from
amonga set of knownalternatives.
Keywords: Projectselection, multiple criteria
decisions, systemevaluation
ACMCategories: H.0, K.6.2, K.6.3

Introduction
Qualitative attributes are those attributes
which can be identified but cannot be quantified in meaningful (numerical) terms.
Qualitative attributes maybe important elementsin a decision, but the lack of a quantified valuefor themrestricts their usein formaldecision models.Color, for example,is a
qualitative attribute used in manyconsumer
decisions. Yet few consumerswould be able
to tell youa scale whichrepresentstheir color
selection. Color could be quantified in terms
of wavelengthcharacteristics, but to usethis
measureto decide the color of your next car
wouldbe ludicrous. A concern,then, is to find
a technique which will enhancethe decision
maker’sability to absorball relevant factors,
including qualitative information.
Qualitative attributes are prevalentin the developmentof information systems. Hardware
selection involves considerationof the quantitative cost, power,and capacity attributes
along with qualitative service and ergonomic
attributes. Softwareselection decisionsincorporate easeof use, portability, and dependability issues as well as cost and performance
issues. Eventhe selection of an information
systemproject utilizing extensivequantitative
cost/benefit methodssuch as break-even
analysis, net presentvalue, andrate of return
should include qualitative factors such as
availability of personnel, manageabilityand
ease of maintenance
in the decision process.
In spite of the necessityof consideringqualitative elements, quantitative cost/benefit
methodsare most often proposedas tools for
selecting amongdesign alternatives. And
while structured methodologiessuch as BSP
[7] or Plexsys[14] recognizethe needto consider qualitative attributes, they do not suggest the formal modelsfor evaluation called
for by Emery[4], instead leaving the task to
the ingenuity of the decision maker.

Existing Approaches
Mostselection problems
involve multiple attributes, both qualitative and quantitative. Many
methods
exist to aid a decision makerin solving multiple attribute problems(see [6]) and
havebeenadaptedto handlequalitative attributes with varying degreesof success.
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Bayesiananalysis has beenaccepted by many developers.Bayesiananalysis requires estimatesof qualitative benefits and probability
estimatesfor the measures
in order to determine expected values. Theseestimates not
only require the subjectiveestimatesof the attribute being measuredbut multiply themby
subjective probabilities. Subjectiveprobability is difficult to assessandthe decisionmaker
is proneto violate the lawsof probability [16].
Theviolations are not dueto small randomerrors expectedin subjectiveelicitation, but are
errors of considerablemagnitude.Theyresult
from perceptual and cognitive biases in subject’s responses.For example,probability assignmentsare considerablylarger if the relationship betweenevents is perceived to be
causalrather than diagnostic. This bias often
forces the responsebeyondthe limits dictated by the axiomsof probability.
Theuse of expert systemsto select hardware
configurations from a set of user requirementsis explored by Zeldin [21]. This approach removesthe burden of choice from
the decision makerand replaces the choice
with a set of productionrules. Theexpertsystem approach recognizes the lack of quantifiable attributes and allows for descriptive
elementsto be incorporatedinto the decision.
However,a completeset of formal decision
rules is required to be preparedfor an inference device. In addition, a completeset of
specificationsare requiredto determinea valid hardwareconfiguration. This process can
be time consumingand beyondthe resources
of manyfirms, eventhough a sounddesign is
the resultant output.
Anotherapproach,applied to the selection of
a development methodology by Neumann
andPalvia [17], is to subjectivelyapplyvalues
to the qualitativeattributes andto usea linearly weightedobjective function to choosefrom
amonga set of alternatives. Themethoduses
a solid rationale in applyinga linear additive
valuefunction to the problem,but still relies
on artificial measures
for the descriptiveattributes. An attribute list for eachof the problems discussedmaybe found in the literature
[2, 5, 17].
Theapplicationof a linear selection rule using
subjective valuations can provide guidelines
in a selection process. However,a decision
resulting from such a procedure may be
problematic.To apply the linear selection rule
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requires that the problembe optimizedusing
linear approximation.Estimationof the parametersof a linear function throughsubjective
means
could result in incorrect parameters.If
the parametersof the linear decision rule are
wrong,or if the decision maker’spreferences
are morecorrectly representedby a nonlinear
function, then the optimizationwill lead to an
inferior solution as demonstrated
in [8].
Interactive articulation methods
involve a decision makerinterfacing with a computer.The
decision makeris presentedwith a set of actual outcomesand asked to state a preference. Baseduponthat selection certain outcomes are eliminated using mathematical
programmingtechniques. Interactive methods are receiving moreattention as the power
of computers increases and the decision
makerbecomesmore active in the decision
process. A review of the morecommon
methods has been compiled by Hwangand Masud
[6].
Most of the interactive methodsrequire quantitative valuesfor the criteria underconsideration. An exceptionis a zero-oneinteger approach suggestedby Klein and Hannan[11]
and Bitran [1]. Using these methods, two
values of a discrete, descriptive attribute
could be represented by a single zero-one
variable. Writing appropriate constraints and
a sophisticated interface to the zero-onealgorithm would permit the decision makerto
solve a problem without resorting to subjective measuresfor the criteria. The limitations of the zero-one methodincludes the
assumptionof linearity, restriction to problems with certain outcomes, and complex
solution techniques.
In order to overcomethe difficulties
mentioned, weturn attention to preferencetheory.
In particular weconsider prior articulation
preferencemethods
for multiple criteria decision making (MCDM).Thesemethodsinclude
value function and utility function methods
as
described by Keeneyand Raiffa [9]. These
methods, however, ignore the existence of
descriptivecriteria.
Most preference methods can only incorporatedescriptive attributes by rigorously obtaining a valueor worthfor eachattribute outcome. This approach is common
for methods
that assume
continuousvalues for the attributes. Thus, the major disadvantageof this
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approachwould be the need to subjectively
valuethe criteria prior to their usein mathematical models.Thefinal output from suchan
approachwould, at best, be questionable.
In this paper, weproposeusing a variation on
a methodby Klein andBeck[12] that will require only the simplest of responsesby the
decision makerin the form of paired comparisonsas usedin other methodologies
[19, 22].
Themethodis appropriate for problemswith
a discretenumber
of alternatives, with or without descriptive attributes, as in system
design, hardwareselection, or packaged
softwareselection. Theinteractive algorithmutilizes a general, rather than a strictly linear
value function.

The Formal Methodology
Valuefunctions

Theimportanceof using value functions rather than actual attribute levels becomes
evidentusingformaloptimizationaids. If the aids
are usedover actual attribute quantities, each
unit will haveequalvalue. Thus,if the first 10
megabytes
of hard disk storage is worth $800
to. the decision maker,eachsuccessiveunit
will be worth $800. But with value functions,
the first 10 megabytes
maybe worth $800and
the secondonly $190.This ability to trade off
worthrather thanunits is critical in many
decisions.
In order to determinevalueswhenmultiple attributes are present, the conceptof multiple
attribute value functions (MAVFs)
is applied.
MAVFs
are mathematicalcombinationsof the
single attribute value functions. A common
form is the additive MAVF:
n
V(X)

Value functions are representations of incremental worth to a decision makerunder
knownconditions. Value functions represent
worth suchthat true preferencesare linearly
represented.For example,the first 10 megabytes of hard disk storagemaybe critical to
the data operations of a company.The second 10 megabytesmaybe a convenience,but
not a necessity. Thethird 10 megabytesmay
not add anyworth to the overall product from
the decisionmaker’sviewpoint. Thus,the first
10 megabytesmayrepresent 80%of the full
value for hard disk storage while 19%of the
value is on the second10 megabytes.Theremaining1%of the total value is on any space
above 20 megabytes. Figure 1 shows how
this value function is represented.Thevalue
functionfor oneattribute is called a single attribute valuefunction (SAVF),v(x), where
the attribute level.
VALUE

--

~ WiVi(Xi)

i=1
where

n = numberof attributes,
x~--- ith attribute,
v= = ith SAVF,
wi = a weighton the ith attribute,
X = the entire attribute set, and
V = the MAVF.

Theadditive MAVF
is the weightedsumof the
single attribute value functions. Themultiple
attribute value function provides a single
measurethat can be applied in an optimization routine to select the mostvaluablesolution whenthe attributes are quantitative. The
theorystill holds, however,
for qualitative attributes. Thealgorithmto be discussedwill also workfor qualitative attributes.

Independenceconditions
In order to proceed,certain properties of the
attributes must be established. Theproperties of interest are preferential independence
and mutual preferential independence.
Preferential independence
implies that a decision makercan structure his preferencesfor
one attribute while holding the others constant andthat thestructurewill holdfor all levels of the remainingattributes. Moreformally:

.99
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Figure 1. Single Attribute Value Function.

"Theset of attributes X is preferentially independent(PI) of the complementary
set Y
and only if the conditional preferencestructure in the x spacegiven y’ doesnot depend
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on Yl. Or, X is PI of Y if, andonly if, for some
y’
[(x’ ,y’) is preferredto (x",y’)] implies
[(x’ ,y) is preferred
to (x",y)] for y, x’, x"."
[9, p. 109].
This indicatesthat in orderto havea valid value function (v(x)), the function mustsatisfy
v(x’)> v(x") regardlessof
For example,if screenprint color is preferentially independentof computermanufacturer
and a consumerpreferred a yellow print monochromescreen to a green print monochrome
screen for an IBM PC, then the consumer
would also prefer a yellow print monochrome
screen to a green print monochrome
screen
for the TI Professional.If manufacturers
were
also preferentially independent of screen
print color then the purchaserwouldbe able
to state:
"1 prefer a yellow screen to a green
screen, and an ALPHA32 PC to an
OMEGA
67 PC. Therefore, I want a yellow screen ALPHA
32 if my choices are
a yellow screen ALPHA32, a yellow
screen OMEGA
67, a green screen ALPHA 32, and a green screen OMEGA
67."
Suchreasoningis not contrary to application
settings.
Preferential independencebetweenonly a
subset of all attribute interactions is not
sufficient for the methodology
of this paper.A
statementof this property in global terms is
mutual preferential independence(MPI). The
attributes xl, x2 .....
x. are mutually
preferentially independentif every subsetof
these attributes is preferentially independent
of its complementary
set of evaluators. From
an operational viewpoint, this meansthat
preference statements madeover any subset
of attributes holdtrue for all constantsof the
remainingattributes. In the caseof the hardware selection example, MPI implies that
screen color and manufacturerwould be independent
of any other attributes that maybe
broughtinto the decisionjointly or separately.
Theoretically, MPImeansthe existence of an
additive multi-attribute value function. Althoughthis formis restrictive, it is much
more
generalthan the linear restrictions placedon
the value function by other methods[1,5, 17,
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22] since the single attribute value function
can take manyforms in their deviation from
linearity. With the property of MPIin hand,
preference statementsfor one attribute can
eliminate alternatives from a solution space.

The algorithm
Analgorithmis developed
that utilizes preferencetheory in order to determinewhichalternatives are dominated. Dominatedalternatives are eliminatedpreservingthe integrity of
value function theory. Dominance
will be established by asking a series of questionsrequiring a statementof preferenceof onealternative to a secondalternative over a subsetof
att rib utes.
The problem representation will be a tree
similar to the branch and boundmethodsfor
integer programming[20], but will prune
branchesfrom an explicit tree throughdominanceconsiderations rather than expandthe
tree through branching. Since a discrete
numberof outcomesexist, convergenceis
guaranteedas eachquestionwill eliminate an
alternative. This does not meanthat convergenceis rapid, merelythat it will occur.
Themethod
pictorially will workas follows. In
Figure 2 weseea representationof a multiple
objective problemwith three objectives, each
objective havingmultiple values. For simplicity, the exampleproblemrepresentsthe selection of a graphics systemwhenonly system
.directives, screen positioning and system
price are considered. All the outcomesare
presentedin Table1. Also, in order to allow a
completeexplanation, price will not be assumedto have decreasing value as would be
the case in a true application. The example
will be solvedin detail duringandafter the explanation of the algorithm.
In Figure 2, each final branch represents a
different alternative from whicha selection is
required.Thefirst attribute is of a descriptive
nature, and a preferencestatementover two
values of the first alternative is enoughto
eliminatenot just onealternative, but everyalternative with the inferior level of attribute 1
whenattributes 2 and3 are identical. Thus,if
a menu-drivensystemis preferred to a command-driven system, then branch number13
(alternative number13) is inferior to branch
number5. Withoutaskingfurther questions, it
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Table 1. Matrix A for the GraphicsSelection Problem
System
Directives

Product
Number
1
2"
3
4

Screen
Positioning

Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Menu-driven
Command-driven
Command-driven
Command-driven
Command-driven
Command-driven

6
7
8"
9
10
11
12"
13
14"

System
Price ($)

Cursor keys
Cursor keys
Cursor keys
Mouse
Mouse
Mouse
Touch screen
Touch screen
Touch screen
Touchscree n
Touch screen
Touch screen
Mouse
Mouse

800
500
700
800
500
700
700
500
800
800
500
600
500
600

Remainafter 3 iterations
can be implied using established decision
theory that branch 9 dominates branch 10
and branch 8 dominatesbranch 11. Weprogressively eliminate outcomesby asking other similar questions,the worstof whichwill be
a paired comparisonof two completeattribute
vectors.If the situation arises whereall attributes are included in a paired preference
question, the decision makermaydecide to

resort to other approaches,
but manyalternatives will already havebeeneliminated.
Thefollowing algorithmarrives at the best solution in a structured framework
that will insure elimination of undesiredoutcomes:
Notation:
A --the decision table matrix

Attribute1 :
SystemDirectives

Command-Driven

Menu-Driven
Attribute 2:
ScreenPositioning

Cursor

Mouse

Touch

Touch

Mouse

Attribute 3:
Price($)

800 500 700
(Alternative

Number)

(l)

(2)

800 500 700
(4)

(5)

700 500 800
{7)

(8)

800 500 600
(]0)

(ll)

(]2)

500 600
(13)

Figure 2. Alternative Tree
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aij -the ith attribute at the level in alternativej
A¯ -the attributes included in a preference question
A+ -the aij’s for a preferencequestion
fromthe first alternative
A- -the a~j’s from the secondalternative in a preferencequestion
m --the numberof alternatives
n --the numberof attributes
Stepsof the algorithm:
STEP
1. Initialize. Generatethe matrix A. Includeall feasible alternativeswith their attributevalues.MatrixA is essentiallya list of all
the alternatives in the decision processas in
Table 1 for the example. As the numberof
alternatives increases, the size of A will
increase.
STEP2. Termination Test. If M= 1 then
stop. Whenthe numberof alternatives remainingin the decisionis one, stop. It maybe
desirable to stop the algorithm whenthree or
four alternatives remain. A moreformal economic study could then be conductedon the
candidates remaining after the methodis
usedto quickly eliminate all but a small subject of alternatives.
STEP3. Select Attributes to Appearin the
¯Paired ComparisonQuestion. Select A
(the attributes to include in a preferencequestion). ¯ will b e a1 ton att ribute. Theattr ibutes included in A¯ must uniquely separate
at least 2 alternatives in sucha fashion that
the remainingattributes in the alternatives of
selection are constant. Let those alternatives
be denotedX and Y. For the exampleproblem
in Table 1, system directives distinguish
products9 and10 since their remainingattributes are identical. ThusA¯ is systemdirectives, X is product9, andY is product10 in the
first pageof the algorithm.
STEP4. Questionthe Decision Maker. DetermineA+ as the collection of ai~ for everyi
anelementof A~, forj equalto the ith attribute
in alternative X. DetermineA- as the collection of ai~ for every i an elementof A~, for j
equalto the ith attribute in alternative Y. Ask
the DMfor his preference of A+ and A-. In
the first passof the example,A+ is set to be
the attribute "systemdirectives" at the level
"menu-driven"as taken from product 9. A- is
set to be the attribute "systemdirectives" at
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the level "command-driven"as taken from
product 10. Thedecision makeris askedfor a
preference betweenA ÷ and A-, or between
menu-driven and command-drivensystems.
Eventhoughthe attribute set is divided into
smaller sets, the decision makermust keep
the problemsetting in mind. Thequestion is
not "Do you prefer menu-driven systems or
command-driven systems?" but "For your
graphics applications are menu-drivensystems more functional than command-driven
systems?"
STEP5. Eliminate Dominated
Alternatives.
For every alternative pair in A whereA+ and
A- distinguish the two alternatives, eliminate
the least preferred from A. Returnto step 2.
For the example’s
first pass,all productsdistinguishedonly by their systemdirective properties are eliminated from Matrix A. Continuing with Table1, if the decision makerprefers
menu-driven systems to command-driven
systems, then products 10, 11, and 13 are
knownto be dominatedby products 9, 8, and
5 respectively.
In order to find every alternative eliminated,
each pair of alternatives must be examined.
This involves (m-1)(m)/2 vector comparisons. For a small matrix this presents no
problem.As A increasesin size, however,the
system response time could becomeexcessive. It maybe desirable to terminate the
searchafter a certain time in order to respond
to the decision makerin short order. This
wouldplace a cap on responsetime at the expenseof asking the DMan extra preference
question. The proper wayto handle the responsetimes will dependon the attitude and
patienceof the DM.For a small Matrix A, however, the issue wouldnot arise. Logicfor the
elimination processof step 5 is presentedin
the Nassi-Schneiderman
chart in Figure 3.
Remainderof Example.In the secondpass,
step 2 wouldfail the stop test. Step3 of the
seconditeration could find that A¯ maybe
composedof SystemPrice. Price separates
products 1 and 2. Step 4 would then define
A ÷ as $800and A- as $500. If the decision
makerprefers $500,then Step 5 will eliminate
products I, 4, and 9. Using the sameprocess
for the third iteration, a statementby the decision makerthat $500 is preferred to $700
wouldeliminate products3, 6, and7 fromconsideration, leaving us with only the options
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Set PrimaryAlternative* to the first in A
While Primary Alternative is < m
N~ Primary Alternative

Active?**

Null Set Secondary Alternative to Primary + 1
While Secondary Alternative not > m
/No,
Null

~

Secondary

~ Is
No~~

Yes
Secondary

Alterna~
Alternative

~
Yes

Null I Inactive SecondaryAlternative
~
No, IS P.ri
~/~ .mary Alternative

Yes

Null Inactive Primary Alternative
Set Secondary Alternative

to m
~/-

YNeu~llWasE!ther Alternative
Add this Primary-Seconday Set to
..... I
candidatelist***
Increment Secondary Alternative

No

Increment Primary Alternative
Search Candidate List for Best Question
* Primary and Secondaryrefers to loop control and not any alternative
preferences.
** Active meansthe alternative has not been previously eliminated fromA.
*** The candidate list includes alternative pairs that could provide questions
in Step 3.
Figure 3. Alternative Elimination Logic
shownby the alternatives
by an asterisk (*).

in Table 1 marked

The next attribute that should be used is
screen positioning. Screen positioning separates products 5 and 8 with the values
"Mouse" and "Touch Screen." Thus, if the decision makerprefers screen positioning using
touch screen over a mouse,the algorithm will
eliminate alternatives 5 and 14. If in the fifth
iteration similar logic is used and the decision
maker prefers a mouseover cursor keys, then
product 2 is out of the running.
Preparation for the sixth iteration reveals that
there is no single attribute that separates the

remaining outcomes. However, two attributes
separate the remaining outcomes. Thus, A*
must be composedof two attributes in Step 3,
those being system directives and price. Step
4 defines A+ as "menu-driven, $500" and Aas "command-driven, $600." This preference
statement by the decision maker will eliminate all but one alternative and stop upon
returning to Step 2.
Whatis important to note is that the most simple preference questions were first asked in
order to reduce problem size. More complex
questions were asked later, but never containing all the attributes and never of great
quantity. This control of question complexity
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is conducted
in Step 3 of the algorithmduring
~.
the selection of A
A¯ maybe selected in several fashions. One
methodis to continually examinethe two alternatives at the top of MatrixA. However,
this
will continually increasethe numberof attributes that separatethe top two alternatives
and thus increasethe difficulty of the questions to which the decision makermust respond. A better approachwouldbe to search
Matrix A for a pair of alternatives that minimize the numberof attributes in A~. This
would provide the fewest attributes in each
question and yield the preference questions
easiest to answer.Thealternative elimination
of Step 5 requires the use of such a search
andcan conducta look aheadfor Step 3 of the
nextiteration.
Anotherimplementationissue is whena large
number
of outcomes
exist within the initial alternative matrix A. Reductionmeasurescan
be taken. If a measurable
attribute exists, it
mayprove swifter to first measure
the single
attribute value function (SAVF).Rapidproceduresfor this are available[10, 13]. Theeffect
of this action is to placea prior preferenceon
an attribute, suchas the attribute price. The
SAVFcan then be applied to generate automatic responsesto the pairwise preference
questions involving the attribute with the
knownSAVF.If this process can be accomplished for more than one attribute then
eliminations may be made on automatic
responsesto the pairwise preference questions over several attributes and the number
of questionsaskedof the decision makerwilt
decrease.

Conclusions
A method
is presented
to aid in multiple attribute decisions involving descriptive, qualitative attributes. Thebasic theory is outlined
prior to describing the methodin a step by
step fashion. An exampleof software selection is providedto highlight eachstep.
Thetype of problemsthat maybe solved with
the technique described are numerous.Softwareselection problemsinvolve attributes of
price, directives, and accuracythat maynot
be quantifiable. Hardwareselection includes
dependability issues that cannothave a number attached. Manyselection decisions at
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various points in the system development
processfall into this classof problems
andthe
decision processcan be assisted with a formalaid.
The methodis a step by step approachthat
requires interaction with a decision maker.At
certain steps, the decision makeris askedto
state a simple preferenceof one alternative
froma set of two alternatives. This preference
is usually made
over only a subsetof the total
numberof attributes. This feature keepsthe
questions asked of the decision maker as
simple as possible, yet providesthe information required to eliminate multiple selections
basedupon a body of mathematicaltheory.
In addition to keepingthe interactions simple,
they are also deterministic. Thus,the method
is easyto install as a computerized,interactive decision aid that can be addedto an organization’s set of automateddesign and decision tools.
Thealgorithmis not appropriatefor situations
involving risk or wherecontinuousvariables
exist in the problem.Research
is underwayto
investigate extensions in these areas. The
methodmayalso not be effective for decision
situations with large amounts
of economicdata and only a few alternatives, since to effect
proper responses from the decision maker
would require a study involving morestandard cost/benefit procedures.But still, many
selection problemscan be aided with proper
application of the proposedmethod.
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